
Who we are. What we do. What we love.



It’s the greatest compliment for a filmmaker, when you 
consume the content and forget everything else 

around you. We have the goal to produce a  
„self determined non skipable content". 



A BRIEF 

HISTORY

We started producing documentaries in our free time whilst 
working fulltime in advertising. It didn't take long to realize, that 
our passion is greater in telling stories, than in selling products. 
 
So we quit!



that’s what we     . 




Our  

Mission

When you are all consumed by a piece of film and the world just 
fades away. When the hours go by and you just tell yourself 
"just five more minutes“. That's great content. That's us.  
We move away from traditional advertising that just sells and 
create content, that is relevant,enjoyable and meaningful.



”I will never get 
tired of telling 
stories about 
people, that follow 
their dreams. 
Dreaming is a good 
thing”

Yannick Galaske, Co-Founder 5moreminutes



”Isn't it the 
greatest thing to 
preserve great 
stories and 
moments in moving 
films to share with 
the world?”

Felix Meisel, Co-Founder 5moreminutes



Our


Beliefs 


Our


Drive

Every person and every brand has a story to tell


the story just needs to be properly staged. With a great deal of understanding for 
our clients, their values and their needs, we know how to tell stories cinematically. 
We love film and love to create emotional content pieces for your brand. 

Every trend has a countertrend


In times of always higher and always more, it's important to escape from the daily 
grind every now and then. The consumer is exposed to 24/7 continuous 
penetration on all devices. With strong images and depth of content, 
5moreminutes builds a moment of downtime.

You build emotions in 16:9 instead of 9:16


With powerful hero content, we know how to translate brand values into emotional 
content formats. As the centerpiece for a brand relationship, we rely on cinematic 
productions in 169 and complement the brand experience with selective 916 
content pieces on Tiktok or Instagram. 



Our offer 

No matter which project and no matter which client, we always find the best 
solution and want to stick to our own cinematic standards. That’s our 

understanding of following our passion. 

docu formats

Planning, concept and 
production of emotional formats 

with an editorial approach.  
The best way to translate brand 

values into content for a long 
term customer retention.

Promotion

We know exactly how to stage 
your brand with a cinematic 

approach. Whether it is 
fashion, fitness or food - we 
provide the right setting and 

convey a message. 

Image film

We have seen boring image 
films 1000 times - and you 

have probably too. We have 
the ambition to go new ways 
and to take your image film to 

the next cinematic level.





Our Roots

The origins of 5moreminutes are in the production of 
documentaries - We are content creators ourselves - 
just like that, without clients. 

With little budget, but all the more passion we 
combined our love for football & film and developed 
the content format „AUSHERZSPIEL".  
 
With AUSHERZSPIEL we deal with topics away from 
the daily business. We focus on the stories behind 
the Bundesliga's financial machinery and address 
social issues such as pressure in professional 
football, images of others in the public eye, and 
homophobia and racism in the stands. 

Watch here. 

Episode 1

Episode 2

Episode 3

https://youtu.be/wdMjF7R89rY?t=1


When we talk about 

content formats…

…we know what we're talking about. 
AUSHERZSPIEL is the best proof of how we use 
depth of content and cinematic staging to 
adapt a concept to a specific target group in 
order to achieve an exorbitantly high reach. 

Without any media budget, we achieved high 
coverage in almost all relevant online football 
portals like:

3.9 Milion  
organic 

impressions

27.575 hours  
playback time

185 
Thousand  

organic 
views





We always aim to find the best solution for our clients  
to achieve their goals. We look forward hearing from 
you, so that we can rock the next project together 
with you and your brand.  
When do we start? we are ready. now it’s your turn. 

Phone


49176 / 55549283
Mail


felix@5moreminutes.de

A selection of our References: 

more about us: @ 5moreminutes.de

mailto:felix@5moreminutes.de

